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This paper, demonstrates the necessity and probability of establishing a 
public interest litigation system and the corresponding approach from 
diversified solving angles. 
This paper argues that modern democracy and the rule of law society 
requires to expand citizens' orderly political participation, to effectively protect 
the public interest . Fully protect the right of appeal , we must ensure that the 
judiciary is the last line of defense to play its due role in the society ruled by 
law . The paper argues that we should build a public interest litigation system to 
launch a variety of community resources, through a variety of ways to address 
the issues of public interest . 
The first chapter discusses the practical urgency and theoretical legitimacy 
of  public interest litigation on the basis of the concept as defined，pointing out 
the inadequacy of current protection of the public interest and the need to 
increase or enhance judicial mode. The public interest litigation is to practice 
the embodiment of the sovereignty of the people , the supervisory authority of 
the people, and so constitutional provisions should have been fully 
implemented . 
The second chapter briefly introduces the state and characteristics of  
foreign public interest litigation system and reviewed the practice of public 
interest litigation in china in recent years . It points out the main reason which 
makes  public interest litigation in China difficult seems that the current 
procedural law pursues the theory of traditional interest of action ,in fact , the 
fundamental sticking point is the problem of concept, namely how to treat the 
functional position of the judicial proceedings . 
The third chapter points out that we can use non- litigation settlement to 















build public interest litigation system in China from diversified solving angles 
through analyzing the theory and practice of ADR and multiple dispute 
resolution mechanism . It advocates carring out the principle of diversified 
solution, bring into play the function of various subjects , using a variety of 
procedures system and note that the organic link between them in order to 
achieve the best litigation legal and social harmony effect. It specially 
emphasizes that the designed pre-public interest litigation program aiming to 
provide adequate opportunities for non-litigation settlements before litigation 
can also inhibit the possible abuse of the right to appeal and reduce the number 
of the cases Court accepts at the same time . 
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